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Abstract—Recently both academic and industry world has
started to define the successor of Long Term Evolution (LTE),
so-called 5G networks, which will most likely appear by the end
of the decade. It is widely accepted that those 5G networks will
have to deal with significantly more challenging requirements
in terms of provided bandwidth, latency and supported services.
This will lead to not only modifications in access and parts of core
networks, but will trigger changes throughout the whole network,
including the Back-haul segment. In this work we present our
vision of a 5G Back-haul network and identify the associated
challenges. We then describe our Wireless Back-haul (WiBACK)
architecture, which implements Software Defined Network (SDN)
concepts and further extends them into the wireless domain.
Finally we present a brief overview of our pilot installations
before we conclude.

Index Terms—QoS, 5G Back-haul , SDN, hardware abstraction

I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that future 5G networks, which will
appear by the end of the decade, have to cope with a huge
variety of existing and novel services and applications, such
as cloud-based applications, ultra-HD television and online
conferencing, Machine-Type-Communication (MTC) as well
as augmented reality [1]. First and foremost, this leads to a
tremendous increase in the required capacity [2] for future
networks. Besides that, 5G networks also need to provide high
reliability and a very low latency in order to support those
novel applications and allow for a good Quality-of-Experience
(QoE) perceived by the user. Precisely, 5G networks are sup-
posed to provide 10x higher throughput per Mobile Terminal
(MT) and 1000x more traffic the aggregation- or Back-haul
network [3] while reducing the service level latency to 5ms
and mainting a reliability of 99.999% [4].

A lot of effort is made to investigate novel technologies and
mechanisms for the access networks, such as mmWave, ultra
dense deployments or massive multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO), in order to cope with the aforementioned
requirements, yet the implications on the Back-haul segment of
the network are often silently ignored. However, the increasing
number of cells, each of which supporting a significantly
higher throughput, needs to be adequately connected to trans-
port the traffic to the core segment and eventually the Internet.
In existing 4G networks this is usually not an issue, since

Evolved Node Bs(eNodeBs) are either connected with a high
speed wired connection, e.g. optical fiber, or with a high ca-
pacity micro-wave link so that the Back-haul network does not
present a bottleneck. With the advent of network densification
and small cells, which are deployed also at non-conventional
locations, more complex Back-haul network structures relying
often on heterogeneous wireless technologies will appear. For
example, cells might be located on traffic lights, distributed in-
and outdoor on large campuses, etc., where a wired infrastruc-
ture and high capacity line of sight (LOS) microwave links are
either impractical or too costly to deploy everywhere. Instead,
more cost-effective wireless connections might be used, most
likely even in a multihop fashion. Hence, an over-provisioned
Back-haul network, as it is the usual case in 4G networks,
becomes rather the exception and capacity constraints will
occur. In order to mitigate those intelligent and self-organizing
Back-haul techniques are required, which utilize the available
spectrum most effectively by avoiding interferences with each
other and the Radio Access Network (RAN).

Moreover, in order to provide sufficient bandwidth virtually
everywhere including rural and remote areas, even satellite
overlay networks will be used in future 5G networks. Satellite
networks have evolved heavily recently to a terrabit per second
communication system, leading to a significant decrease in
costs per bit [5]. They are primed for broadcast and multicast
type services covering large areas and thus, are particularly
suited to provide additional capacity wherever it is needed.

In this paper we present our WiBACK technology, which
provides a self-managing, Quality-of-Service (QoS)-aware net-
work management architecture supporting heterogeneous tech-
nologies. WiBACK exploits and extends novel SDN concepts
to allow for a centralized optimization of the network suitable
to be used in future 5G networks. The remainder of the
paper is structured as follows: First we present our vision
of future 5G Back-haul networks in detail and identify the
challenges associated with them. Afterwards, we review the
related work before we present our WiBACK architecture.
Finally we briefly present our pilot installation followed by
a conclusion and an outlook on the future work.
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Fig. 1. Example of a 5G Back-haul network

II. 5G BACK-HAUL VISION

Fig. 1 depicts our vision of future Back-haul networks
considered in this work: Base stations, i.e. eNodeBs++1, which
are providing access to MTs, are connected via a Back-
haul network, utilizing heterogeneous technologies, with the
core network and eventually with the Internet. The terrestrial
Back-haul network relies upon optical fiber, microwave and
other wireless network technologies to establish connections
among the nodes within the Back-haul as well as the core
network and the RAN. It is complemented with an additional
satellite overlay network, i.e. some of the eNodeBs++ as well
as some intermediate nodes in the Back-haul are equipped
with bi-directional satellite equipment [1]. Even individual
households are connected via a terrestrial and an additional
satellite connection. The counterpart of those nodes in the
satellite domain is a ring of hub stations connected to the
core network. The RAN is potentially much denser compared
to current 4G networks and consists of cells of different sizes,
i.e. ranging from macro to femto cells. It should also be noted,
that Back-haul networks, similar to the RAN, will also rely on
massive MIMO technologies in order to increase the capacity
but also to dynamically change links. On the higher layers,
both core and Back-haul segment will heavily rely on SDN
and Network Function Visualization (NFV) concepts to allow
for virtualization and standardized management of networks
components

Given this vision, several new challenges arise or become
much more important compared to current Back-haul struc-
tures in 4G networks. These can be classified into physical
layer and higher layer issues.

The first is primarily important for wireless connections and
encompasses the configuration of links in terms of frequency,
Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), Transmission power

15G equivalent of an eNodeB

(TX-Power), etc. in order to minimize interferences while
optimizing the available capacity on each links. This so-called
spectrum management also includes dealing with exploiting
temporarily free frequencies, i.e. secondary usage of spectrum,
as well as configuration of MIMO antennae in order to decide
which node can ’talk’ to which other node. It should be noted
that in future denser networks, this physical configuration
of interfaces is expected to take place autonomously by the
network itself, without the need of an administrator to e.g.
manually assign frequencies.

In contrast to that, the higher layer challenges are focusing
on capacity planing and traffic engineering issues. Since in
5G networks capacity constraints might occur virtually every-
where in both RAN and Back-haul network while the latency
demands increase, the routing processes will become highly
complex. Current routing protocols, such as Open Shortest
Path First (OSPF) [6] or Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
[7], usually operate in a decentralized manner and are a
monolithic block performing multiple tasks. These include the
following: First, detecting the network topology and forming
a network graph. Second, to calculate least cost path for
each (IP) destination and to populate the routing table of a
router running the routing protocol and finally, to monitor the
network in order to react on e.g. link failures. However, in very
heterogeneous (5G) Back-haul environments, in particular if
satellite networks are included, these features are not sufficient
anymore. For instance, since satellite networks can usually
bridge long distances, the amount of hops required to reach
a certain destination from a source might be small compared
to terrestrial links. This leads to a routing decision in favor
of the satellite, without taking into account the comparatively
high delay on satellite connections, which causes problems for
real-time and interactive services. Instead, intelligent traffic
steering is required, which considers both the traffic’s QoS
demands as well as the capabilities and properties of the
potential links in order to avoid congestions and a bad QoE
perceived by the user. This includes a potentially centralized
capacity management, which has a global view on the network,
and a continuous monitoring process immediately or even
proactively detecting problems.

Furthermore, the Back-haul network might be equipped with
additional storing capabilities, i.e. caches, or even computa-
tional units. This is required to bring content and services
closer to the user in oder to achieve the demanded low latency.
Thus, the Back-haul network needs to become highly flexible
in terms of traffic controlling and capacity management.

III. RELATED WORK

It is generally believed that extended SDN approaches
increase the flexibility of networks and enable novel concepts
to address the aforementioned challenges. With the advent of
SDN [8] a paradigm change in networking architecture has
started, shifting from monolithic network devices, which com-
bines control-, monitoring-, management- and data-forwarding
functions in a single entity, towards a clear separation of



control- and data planes. That is, the decision making pro-
cesses, such as routing of traffic, firewalling, spanning-tree
protocols, etc., are clearly separated from the pure data for-
warding methods. This allows for a more flexible management
of the network, as the control functions can be run centralized.
[9] presents further details on the differences between tradi-
tional networking and SDN.

SDN enabled networks are characterized mainly by two
things, first the decoupling of control- and data-plane and
second, programmability [10]. Fig. 2 shows the general SDN
architecture [10]. On the lowest layer, the infrastructure layer,
the actual data forwarding devices are located. Their main
task is to perform any kind or packet processing based on the
rules the SDN-controller, which is located in the middle layer,
provides. The most commonly used protocol between the
SDN controller and the devices on the infrastructure layer is
currently OpenFlow [11]. This interface is also often referred
to as Southbound interface. It is used to push rules to the
infrastructure layer, to request monitoring information and
statistics or to transmit packets, for which none of the rules
apply to, back to the controller. Furthermore, the control layer
provides an application programming interface (API), the so-
called Northbound interface, to the application layer, which
contains to so-called network applications. An application
might be something simple such as a centralized Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server or more complex
services like parental control for certain MTs or seamless
mobility. It should be noted that so far there is no standardized
Northbound interface.

SDN App SDN App SDN App
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Control-Infrastructure 
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Fig. 2. SDN architecture

While most of the SDN related work so far is focusing on
wired environments, recently the advantages of SDN are also

recognized in the wireless world, particularly in the Back-
haul segments of the network. As described in [12], given the
more complex control- and management plane for wireless
devices, introducing SDN concepts here can even bring more
advantages than for the wired world.

Focussing on the dataplane, authors in [13] first present key
conceptual contributions for realization of a software defined
cellular infrastructure. In order to achieve this, a reconsider-
ation of the binding of wireless protocols to the processing
and decision planes is proposed. A step towards achieving
this is having a programmable data plane. The authors thus
present OpenRadio: a programmable wireless data plane that
also achieves a tradeoff between flexibility and performance.
This tradeoff is a key challenge and still an open problem when
considering cost constraints. The unique feature of OpenRadio
is the software abstraction layer that enables a modular and
declarative interface to program the physical and MAC layers.
The concept of utilizing an abstract and technology agnostic
interface to program the lower layers was also presented in
[14].

However, based on the frameworks reviewed, there is a clear
lack of generic framework for SDN in the wireless domain,
which we refer to as Software Defined Wireless Network
(SDWN). It must be understood that no single architecture
would provide the best performance and address all challenges
associated. A generic framework is thus a valid option where
different architectures can be developed (while keeping to the
fundamental SDN principles) to suit unique or special set of
use cases.

One of the major assumptions in SDN-enabled networks
is that always a communication channel between the data
forwarding devices and the SDN controller exists. However,
for networks consisting of devices which only have wireless
network interfaces this might not be true. For example, nodes
deployed in the field that can only be connected to a central
SDN controller located in the operator’s office via a multi-
hop connection and not via a direct link. Especially during
a bootstrap phase, in which one or multiple nodes start-up,
this becomes easily a chicken-and-egg problem given that the
routing information is calculated on the SDN-controller and
pushed to the data forwarding devices, which in turn cannot
contact the SDN-controller without this information.

Concluding, extensions of SDN concepts to allow managing
wireless networks still needs to be defined. Moreover, the spe-
cific challenges in a typical heterogeneous, wired and wireless
Back-haul network require additional functionalities on the
control layer, such as spectrum and capacity management or
intelligent routing.

IV. WIBACK ARCHITECTURE

After analyzing the challenges of Back-haul segment in 5G
networks and evaluating the related work we now present our
WiBACK approach, which addresses the aforementioned chal-
lenges. As we described in [15], WiBACK aims at providing a
holistic cross-layer solution for wireless Back-haul networks.
It implements the concepts of SDN for data forwarding
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Fig. 3. WiBACK architecture

and also includes extensions compared with typical SDN to
controll wireless interfaces. Thus, the WiBACK architecture
can be seen as a realization of SDWN.

Fig. 3 gives an overview of the general WiBACK architec-
ture. The key parts of WiBACK are located in the control layer
and enable the operation of a wireless Back-haul network.
Furthermore, WiBACK provides a simple Northbound inter-
face allowing applications to request capacity with certain QoS
parameters as well as a unified interface control functionalities
on the Southbound interface. In the following sections we
describe the different layers and their functions in details.

A. Infrastructure layer

The main enhancement of WiBACK on the infrastructure
layer is the definition of messages that allow for configuring
the physical parameters of the wireless interfaces, such as
configuring cell membership, spectrum scanning or TX-Power
regulatory management. As discussed in [16] it is worthwhile
that the entities in the control layer can operate in a technology
independent manner and, thus, those additional messages are
defined technology agnostically. In order to do that, WiBACK
defines a Unified Technology Interface (UTI), which provides
a mapping to technology specific primitives. For instance, a
scan command, which performs a neighborhood scanning,
is mapped onto a MLME-SCAN.request for IEEE 802.11
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). Furthermore, it is
intended that the UTI is designed generically so that it can
be standardized and implemented in future devices.

Fig. 4 shows the extended infrastructure layer in WiBACK,
which is integrated in each device. Similar to typical SDN
devices the envisioned data forwarding devices also rely on
one or multiple flow tables, which contain the packet handling
instructions. However, the interfaces, or ports in OpenFlowter-
minology, can be configured and monitored by using the UTI.
This extends the SDN concepts to manage interfaces and not
just flows.
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Fig. 4. SDWN extended infrastructure layer

B. Control layer and Northbound interface

In addition to the extended Southbound interface, WiBACK
defines an SDWN control layer and a generic Northbound
interface to the application layer. Both are designed having the
Back-haul scenario in mind and are not supposed to cover all
potential use cases for SDWN, since a universal Northbound
API seems not useful, given the huge field of applications [17].

The main task of the control layer in the Back-haul use case
is to configure and maintain the topology of the network as
well as to allocate capacity. While the first is usually not a
challenge in wired networks, it becomes more complex once
wireless links are considered due to the additional configura-
tion dimension of frequency and channel bandwidth. Thus,
the WiBACK controller includes a Spectrum Management
module. Its goal is to gain a global view on the physical
network topology by highly utilizing the scan command
provided by the UTI that identifies which interface on which
node is physically able to communicate with which other
interfaces of different devices. That is, it identifies which
interfaces are of the same technology, can be tuned on the
same frequency and are in communication range of each other.
Moreover, the ambient spectrum usage is assessed as well.
Based on this global knowledge the Spectrum Management
module centrally assigns optimized frequencies and channel
bandwidths to minimize interferences within the network and
with other networks. Based on this knowledge it selects out of
the physically possible connections the most optimal links and
creates a logical topology by configuring the wireless inter-
faces properly. The algorithms of the Spectrum Management
are explained in detail in [18]. It should be noted that the
Spectrum Management module runs continuously in order to
react on events in the network, such as new interferences, link
failures, etc.

The Spectrum Management module is complemented by
a Capacity Management module. This also operates central-
ized, following the SDN approach and performs the task of
path calculation and resource, i.e. capacity, allocation. The
required information, such as the network topology or the
capacity on the individual links, is provided by the Spectrum
Management. Since the Spectrum Management has created a
logical topology, which consists only of the links that are
already configured and whose capacity is determined, the
Capacity Management can operate without being aware of
actual technology, frequency or other physical layer parameter.
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The Capacity Management itself is based on the concept of
a centralized stateful Path Computation Element (PCE) [19].
For each link, the stateful Capacity Management module keeps
track of the available resources as well as the currently allo-
cated resources. We have provided a more detailed discussion
on management of the available capacity in WiBACK in [20].

Capacity is allocated based upon request from an application
via the Northbound interface. Therefore WiBACK provides an
Extensible Markup Language (XML) interface, which allows
an application to request capacity between two arbitrary nodes.
If not just best-effort (BE) traffic should be transported explicit
QoS requirements, i.e. max. latency, jitter, packet loss ratio,
can be added to the request. Upon reception of such a
request at the control layer the Capacity Management module
validates it and checks if it can be admitted taking into account
the requested bandwidth and other QoS parameters. Failure
or success message of the request execution is sent back
to the application. Furthermore, the XML-based Northbound
interface allows for providing current topology information to
the applications and services running on the application layer.

Applications that utilizes the WiBACK SDN-based archi-
tecture may include 5G enabled evolved Packet Core (EPC),
which requested capacity to establish dedicated evolved Packet
System (EPS) or end-to-end bearers with a certain bandwidth
and QoS class of identifier (QCI).

C. Bootstrapping

Of particular interest for the aforementioned (wireless)
Back-haul use case is the bootstrap phase when nodes are
trying to (re-)join the network due to power failures or new
nodes, which are being installed. As mentioned in Section
II, in 5G Back-haul networks it is expected that nodes are
working autonomously with no or only limited amount of
configuration and interaction with an administrator required.
Moreover, current SDN approaches also assume an always
existing or fixed pre-configured connection between the data
path devices and the SDN controller, which might be an
invalid assumption for future Back-haul networks that highly
rely on wireless links. Hence, wireless channels need to be
configured properly in order to allow a node to establish an
initial contact to its controller(s). Given that, we introduce

a Boot Strap module on the infrastructure layer (see Fig. 4)
existing in every data forwarding device. This module acts
like a minimalistic controller. It also utilizes the UTI as a
regular controller to initiate connectivity to an adjacent node
and provides required entries in the flow table to allow for
communication between the actual controller and the data path
device. Once this connection is established the Boot Strap
module stops and the spectrum and capacity management of
the controller takes over until the connection is lost. A detailed
description of the bootstrapping mechanism can be found in
[18].

V. PILOT INSTALLATIONS

All core components of the presented WiBACK architecture
have been implemented from scratch in C++ using our SENF
library2 and are evaluated in a number of pilot installations
in Europe and Africa, e.g. [15]. Fig. 6 depicts an exemplary
screenshot of the WiBACK management system. It shows the
current capacity allocations in our Wirless Backhaul testbed3

requested via the Northbound interface. The path marked
in orange represents a BE capacity allocation between the
Controller node and the Theishohn node. It should be
noted that the Controller node, which is running the
centralized WiBACK NetOS, for convenience reasons is also
the gateway to external networks. The table on the right side
of the figure shows the established dedicated data paths and
its associated guaranteed QoS parameters.

It should also be noted that the individual components
of the WiBACK controller, i.e. the Spectrum Management
and the Capacity Management module, have been validated
individually. The results of these validations can be found in
the references mentioned throughout this work. Due to the
lack of space we do not present a full system evaluation here.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented our vision of future Back-haul networks
in a 5G environment and the challenges that need to be
solved in order to cope with requirements of future traffic and
services. We acknowledge that future networks needs to be
highly flexible and, thus, should follow the SDN concepts and
extend them even further to also control (wireless) interfaces
to become a SDWN. Furthermore, we have presented our
WiBACK architecture, and have shown that it can already
be seen as a SDWN implementation for wireless Back-haul
networks.

The future work will focus on a close integration with the
EPC and other potential applications for our SDWN controller.
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